Improved mitochondrial targeting effect of HPMA copolymer by SS20 peptide mediation and nonendocytosis pathway.
Mitochondrion plays an important role in executing cell programmed death pathway. Therefore, drugs designed to target mitochondria are supposed to make superior contributions to cancer therapy. However, the problem that drugs or drug delivery systems being sequestrated in endosomes/lysosomes needs to be solved for effective drug delivery. Here, mitochondrial targeting and nonendocytic cell entry peptide SS20 modified HPMA copolymer (P-FITC-SS20) was synthesized. With SS20 peptide modification, the uptake behavior of HPMA copolymers changed remarkably compared with unmodified ones. The internalization of P-FITC-SS20 was not influenced by endocytic inhibitors and temperature. Further, the internalized copolymers were not trapped in endosomes/lysosomes. Although cellular uptake of HPMA copolymer was decreased after SS20 peptide modification, SS20 peptide significantly improved mitochondrial accumulation of HPMA copolymers due to its outstanding mitochondrial targeting ability. Moreover, owing to lower susceptibility to macrophagocyte in blood, P-SS20-Cy5 showed longer blood circulation time and enhanced tumor accumulation. The current study validated that SS20 peptide modification is a promising strategy for mitochondrial targeting drug delivery systems and can be further applied to mitochondria associated diseases to improve therapeutic efficacy.